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Article

Scientists and deliberativeness of European public television news

Richard van der Wurff, Piet Verhoeven and Maite Gadellaa

ABSTRACT: Scientists intermittently appear on television news as experts to inform and comment on current events. This study explores whether their appearance adds a critical measure of substantiated arguments and balanced judgements to public affairs reporting. An explorative analysis of a representative sample of news broadcasts from five public broadcasters in Western Europe in 2006 and 2007 suggests that this is to some extent the case. The implications of these findings for the deliberative quality of TV news are discussed, and a typology of scientific experts in the general news items is proposed.

Introduction

"In science there are always many sides... the trouble with journalism is you only have space for two sides".1

Personal experience and research tell us that scientists intermittently appear on television news as experts. They inform and comment on social, policy, medical and scientific issues.2 This is an important though under-investigated aspect of science communication. Intuitively, we might hope that these scientists add a necessary dose of science-based arguments and substantiated judgements to television news. But available studies, both on TV news and science communication — for which television still is regarded as the number one medium3 — point in a different direction.

Studies that focus on science news present scientists and journalists as two distinct professional groups with contrasting professional cultures.4 They think differently about the appropriate shape and content of science news items. Scientists — a term we use inclusively to denote a varied set of academically trained scholars with backgrounds in the natural and social sciences as well as the humanities — supposedly aim for a serious and scientific style in which complex matters are unravelled and accurately explained, remaining uncertainties acknowledged, and ideas not too quickly taken for granted. Ideally, scientists would contribute a critical measure of scientific expertise, dissonant ideas, substantiated arguments, independent reflexivity and balanced judgements to public affairs reporting.5

Of course, scientists also have their own interests and concerns for media attention.6 For example, they can be personally, normatively or intellectually motivated to be...
involved in politics or social issues outside academia. Or they aim, steered by their institutional background, to increase awareness of their institution (e.g., a university), to position it on the market, and to obtain research funding or influence policy. In addition, scientists are increasingly trained to deal with and speak for media, so that they better equipped to accomplish their aims.

Journalists, in turn, have become more inclined to use entertaining elements and formats in order to reach and subsequently inform audiences, also when reporting about science. Especially in the current media environment, entertaining elements and attractive angles are routinely included in TV news to draw audiences on competitive media markets. As a result, scientists may be embedded in a media logic that demands TV news to be personalized, unambiguous and easily told, and that leaves little room for factual or deliberative elaborations.

Illustrating these different approaches, scientists believe that they should restrict themselves to their narrow field of expertise when appearing in news items. This fits academic interpretations of expertise as a thorough understanding of a particular field based at least partly on own research. Yet, already in 1981, almost a third of scientists contacted by journalists were asked to discuss topics that were at best tangentially related to their own work. Albaek and colleagues found 20 years later that the range of issues on which experts (seemingly) credibly can comment, has widened considerably in the last decades, especially for generalists with a social science or humanities background.

These findings raise questions to what extent scholars can play a role as science communicators when they appear in general news items, by adding a critical measure of science-based arguments and judgements on a public interest issue.

To investigate this issue, we explore the following research question: Do scientists contribute diverse viewpoints and substantiated arguments to TV news items? We investigate this question with an explorative content analysis of a representative sample of news broadcasts from five public broadcasters in Western Europe in 2006 and 2007.

Context

We focus on television news, because it is an important source of current affairs information for the general audience, as well as the preferred medium for science communication. Eurobarometer surveys consistently show that people in Europe depend on television as the prime and trusted source for their daily news on political matters. For example, 77% of the Dutch population identified in 2011 the public TV news cast as one of their favourite news sources.

But the informative quality of television news is questioned. Generally speaking, communication scholars believe that citizens learn more from newspapers than television. Of course, differences within these categories exist. Audiences learn more from public than from commercial TV news, and tabloid newspapers are less informative than public TV news. Nevertheless, the media logic of TV is generally considered to be at odds with in-depth and background information. TV thrives on emotions, incidents, and clear-cut conflicts. There is little room for the deliberative
elaboration of positions and reasoned debates in which arguments and counterarguments are made and learning can take place.  

This is unfortunate, because the deliberative quality of news items is important for modern democracies. Media content should reflect different opinions, even confront audiences with dissenting ideas, in order to stimulate debate and innovative thinking, and to empower citizens to make political choices. Quality deliberation moreover requires that multiple perspectives are argued and compared; that claims are justified, that competing claims are criticized and that counterclaims are rebutted. Perhaps scientists are well positioned to improve the deliberative quality of television news items in which they appear as experts?

Scientists in the news. Actually, we do not know much about the role of scientists in general interest news. What we do know is that journalists increasingly tend to give scientists a role as expert. Albaek, Christiansen and Togeby report two interesting trends in this respect. First, the number of articles in Danish national newspapers citing scientists has increased sevenfold between 1961 and 2000. Second, these scholars increasingly have a social science background and comment on social and policy issues, instead of merely communicating discoveries in science and medicine. 

These trends reflect the growing dependency of society, and journalists, on expert knowledge. They also illustrate that scholars are increasingly aware that media attention pays in terms of attracting funding. This incentive adds to scientists' longstanding normative and intellectual motivations for political and social involvement.

Science news

Empirical research on the role of science in the media shows consistently that science does not get much attention in newspapers or other news media. For example, studies consistently show that only a minor part of news items deal with science and technology. Findings range from 0.1 item per news program in Western Europe, 2.4% of the news items in the most important news programs in five Western European countries, and 7.3% in the Brazilian newscast Journal Nacional. These news items about science are usually longer than other topics. Attention to science and technology in news programs thus varies per country.

Science news is often about scientific breakthroughs and concrete events, elite groups of scientists, and conflicts and controversies in society or in the scientific world. In reporting about science the media prefer unambiguity, simplification and symbolisation, and sometimes dissident scientists. Most attention is paid to the natural sciences, medicine and technology.

Science news — we may conclude — tend to popularise science and emphasize the positive consequences of scientific discoveries for improving human lives; or focus on the risks and possible negative consequences of scientific discoveries and on the resulting controversies in society. Some media, though, give niche audiences
background information about science in special science sections of newspapers or in special television programs dedicated to science and scientific developments.

**Scientists as sources.** Research shows that scientists can be attractive sources in science news items. Like general news reporters, science reporters seek knowledgeable, articulate, accessible and, if possible, prestigious sources and experts to provide (background) information and perspective to scientific discoveries. These experts may be scientists directly involved in a study or their administrators, but also include other scientists — that may or may not have specific expertise in the area that is covered. Reporters embed these sources to provide scientific and social context to a study, underline its reliability, address its implications and, if necessary, criticize a study or add a cautionary note.

Overall, these findings mirror what we know about the role of sources in general. Sources need to be accessible and reliable, able to provide suitable information, radiate authority and trustworthiness, and be articulate. This means that not only the power and influence of the source are important. Also its public relations and news management efforts and the mutual self interest of sources (and journalists) in news coverage play a role.

**A clash between cultures.** The interactions between journalists and scientists are confounded by differences in professional culture and conceptualisations of news quality that result in a struggle for control over science news items. Scientists emphasize that reporting should be objective and unbiased, non-emotional and not sensationalized, sober and matter-of-factly, and "oriented towards the scientific truth". A large scale survey among scientists in the UK and US shows that scientists in general are critical of media coverage of science. But they judge their own experience with journalists more positively.

Journalists are inclined to put emphasis on the societal functions of journalism. They emphasize that stories should be informative and attractive for readers, and focus on social and political issues and interpretations. They also have time and space constraints which put them in a different position than scientists.

Consider for example the press coverage of cloning, on the occasion of the birth of Dolly, a cloned sheep. Studies show considerable tension between scientists and journalists on how this issue should be reported. Scientists were interested in disseminating scientific information. Journalists, on the other hand, were more interested in the cultural aspects of cloning. They introduced ethical considerations in the debate about cloning in the USA, and influenced the political and societal debate in the UK.

These different approaches put the quality of reporting about the scientific aspects of social issue at risk. Journalistic reporting on French TV does not adequately reflect the evolution of scientific knowledge about a disease like the Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), and rhetorical practices of journalists changed the interpretation of consumer information on contamination in farmed salmon in the US.
These and other studies indicate that there is a gap between the two professions, with journalistic conceptualisations of news quality gradually overruling scientific ones. Science-centred items, dominated by experts proclaiming scientific findings, have given way to journalist-centred formats of reporting in which journalists are the main protagonists that inform the public in a more or less entertaining way. This reminds us of similar developments in political news where journalists embed sources to tell attractive stories.

**Media logic**

The shift towards more mediated, journalist-centred forms of reporting reflects the growing dominance of a modern media-logic that demands entertainment, personalization, news values, and a reduction of ambiguity. In *medical programmes*, attention shifts from ordinary ailments to high-tech medical issues with limited practical relevance but high attention value. Experts recede into the background where they are represented as archetypical doctors in white coats. Less time is spent on elucidating case-transcending scientific backgrounds and explanations. Rather, individual patients — and more recently celebrity patients — take centre stage with their personal characteristics, personalized problems and hands-on experiences. Michelle refers to this as "anecdotal personalization", a type of human interest framing that emphasizes potential benefits of medical technology for individuals and diverts attention away from potential risks and broader social, ethical, economic and political questions. But also a shift in emphasis to fears and panic in society rather than research and scientific development is feasible, as was observed in media reports about the new disease H1N1 in 2009 in Brazil. Also such a shift results in an emphasis on news values (negativity, threat) that fit the modern media logic.

An interesting case study by Steele indicates what the shift towards journalist-centred formats and the rise of media logic might imply for the *quality of reporting*. In line with television news' "operational bias", journalists reporting on the Persian Gulf War (1990–91) for US TV news looked for 'leading' experts with 'real world' experience, who knew how to speak on television and who were willing to make predictions ("What is the best the U.S. can hope for from the B-52 campaign against the Republican Guard?" or second-guess the motives and strategies of players. Especially former public officials, retired military and think tank analysts met this description. But also academics appeared in the news, e.g., to predict the economic impact of the war, to forecast gasoline prices, and to speculate on Saddam Hussein's motives. With hindsight, TV routines resulted in a rather limited selection of familiar experts who contributed to a biased, narrow and instantaneous reporting "that failed to place events in a broader historical, economic, social context".

**News frames**

The deliberative quality of news items is related to the news frame adopted by journalists. Following the suggestions of De Vreese and Tewksbury et al., we define
journalistic news frames as the structural and organizational, and thus issue-overarching, conventions of how issues are presented in attractive and newsworthy stories. These should be distinguished from issue specific advocacy frames that express the views of contending social actors on particular issues and "promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation".74

Important for our analysis is Iyengar's distinction between episodic and thematic news frames.75 Episodic frames are journalistic frames that present issues as "specific instances" or relatively isolated events, whereas thematic frames place issues "in some appropriate context — historical, geographical or otherwise".76 Thematic frames make a better presentation of diverse ideas and arguments possible than episodic frames — but TV news stories are overwhelmingly characterized by the episodic frame.77

Semetko and Valkenburg add that journalists, in presenting an issue, generally can choose between conflict frames (emphasizing power struggles or conflicts of opinion, responsibility frames (emphasizing actors' responsibilities), economic consequences frames (stressing costs), human interest frames, or morality frames (highlighting moral questions), as different ways to increase story appeal.78 In Dutch TV news, responsibility, conflict and human interest are the most prevalent.79

A shared finding emerging from available studies is that news items generally present only one or two competing issue frames. Journalists tend to reduce controversies at best to "two competing packages — an official one and (if there is one) the alternative sponsored by the most vested member of the polity".80 Conflict frames, in particular, "reduce complex substantive debate to simplistic two-sided competition".81

**TV news frames.** Cottle and Rai studied the frames and argumentative characteristics of a cross-national sample of 9662 TV news items broadcasted in September 2004.82 They found that by far the most items (59%) belong to what they call the classical reporting frame. These items merely provide facts and "thin accounts of events",83 without much background or competing viewpoints. Much smaller proportions of items only present the dominant view on a contentious issue (12%), provide a consensual view on less contentious issues (14%), or frame an issue as a binary opposition between two views (6%).

Closest to a scholarly perspective comes the contention frame (6% of items). Items organized around this frame present "a plurality of voices/perspectives [...] [that] do not take the form of a diametric opposition, but rather represent something of the complexity of positions and points of view [...]".84 Also providing room for quality deliberation is the reportage frame (similar to the thematic frame, and found in 3% of items), which provides "detailed background, context and analysis" and generates "in-depth understanding".85

Together, these studies show that TV news items overwhelmingly focus on events (episodic framing), and emphasize mostly one but sometimes two conflicting views. Just a small proportion provides a more in-depth account of issues.
Also frames used in reports about science are sometimes polarized and dramatic — for example in the case of the representation of the human-elephant conflict in Indian and international media;\textsuperscript{86} sometimes predominantly positive — as in the case of nanotechnology in the German press;\textsuperscript{87} and sometimes more varied, nuanced and differentiated — as found in studies of several aspects of the debates in various countries about biotechnology,\textsuperscript{88} genetics,\textsuperscript{89} or environmental issues like climate change.\textsuperscript{90}

**Framing of experts**

One final aspect to be discussed is the framing of experts and the related construction of expertise in news items. Above, we already discussed that journalists might stress the 'real world' hands-on experience of sources in order to underline their authority to audiences. Likewise, journalists tend to emphasize institutional affiliation when introducing sources.\textsuperscript{91} But scholars and experts are primarily framed in stereotyped roles.

Schnabel described two types of exaggerated stereotypes that journalists use to describe scientists: heroes that bring 'Gods formula' down to earth, and fallen angels whose science has turned into something evil and frightening.\textsuperscript{92} Väliverronen elaborates that framing of experts and the construction of expertise varies with the (issue) framing of a news item.\textsuperscript{93} When journalists on Finnish TV news frame biotechnology in terms of economic opportunities and international competitiveness, scientists are accordingly positioned as "neutral experts explaining the needs of their research community or as heroes running in the forefront of research".\textsuperscript{94} Other positions occupied by scientists include the role of healer in a disease frame: "a tireless toiler who spent all his waking hours trying to find a cure for people's ailments";\textsuperscript{95} the prophet in the scientific breakthrough frame; the 'reassurer' in a threat frame; the maverick: a devoted, stubborn and unpredictable scientist; and the ordinary mortal.\textsuperscript{96} This framing is partly expressed in the visual imagery that positions scientists, e.g., in a laboratory or, in contrast, at home.\textsuperscript{97}

Haynes analogously distinguished seven stereotypes of scientists in Western literature and film: the evil alchemist, the noble scientist, the foolish scientist, the inhuman researcher, the scientist as adventurer, the mad, bad and dangerous scientist and the helpless scientist.\textsuperscript{98} She says that 'the good scientists are clearly in the minority'.\textsuperscript{99} Along the same lines, very recently seven prototypes of scientists were found in fiction and non-fiction media consumed by Dutch children: a genius, a genius wizard, a nerd, a puzzler, an adventurer, a wizard, a mad scientist and a misunderstood genius.\textsuperscript{100} Irrespective of the differences between these stereotypes, they all have in common that tend to be at odds with the image of scientists that provide, as experts, rational arguments to an issue.
Objective

The literature review suggests that the deliberative quality of both TV news and science reporting may be relatively low. In this study, we look more closely at one interesting and promising but under-investigated crossroad of TV news and science reporting, namely general-interest public TV news in which scientists appear as sources. Interesting, because TV news is an important source of public information and an important channel for science communication, and general interest items might provide welcome channel for scientists to communicate relevant findings and attract attention to their trade. Promising, because the quality of public TV news is generally expected to be relatively high. This suggests that scientists may be well positioned to add a critical measure of substantiated arguments and balanced judgements to these news items. However, available studies warn that scientists may be subordinated to the modern media logic, even in public news. Their contribution may have become embedded in journalist-centred stories in which scientists themselves appear as "opportune witnesses" in the "instrumental actualization" of journalists.

To explore this issue, we ask three sets of research questions. First, we define the base line for our study: How frequently do scientists appear as sources in public TV news items, what topics do they cover, and what is their academic background? Next, we assess the contribution of scientists: What type of information do they contribute? Is their contribution explicitly based on research? And how are scientists positioned in the item, what role do they play? Thirdly, we assess the discursive quality of public TV news items in which scientists appear. How is the item framed, and to what extent are different views and arguments exchanged? By answering these questions, we aim to provide a preliminary assessment of the discursive contribution of scientists to public TV news.

Methods

This study presents a first empirical take on the deliberative quality of public TV news items in which scholars appear as sources. This requires an exploratory approach where we build upon an inductive content analysis of news broadcasts from five public broadcasters in Western Europe.

Sample

We focus on the most important daily news casts from five public broadcasters in Western Europe, as cases where deliberative quality might be relatively high. The most important daily news cast is the news cast at prime time (between 19.00h and 22.00h) from the most important network of the country, which attracts a relatively large audience. Excluding broadcasts from countries that are not readily accessible to us in terms of transmission or language, we analysed items from Het Journaal (broadcasted by VRT, Belgium), Der Tagesschau (ARD, Germany), NOS Journaal (NOS, The Netherlands), BBC News (BBC, United Kingdom) and ARTE Info (Arte,
Germany/France). This sample is not representative for the whole of Europe. Missing are in particular countries from the North (the Scandinavian countries, where news consumption is exceptionally high), the South (Mediterranean countries, where news consumption tends to be lower), and Eastern Europe (with its different history). But our sample can be considered representative for public TV news in (the middle of) Western Europe.

Following Riffe, Lacy and Fico, we taped news casts on two randomly chosen days per month for the years 2006 and 2007, to arrive at a representative sample of items broadcasted by the selected programmes. A few broadcasts could not be used due to technical problems, leaving 216 broadcasts with 3528 items. All these items were checked for the appearance of scientists. In the next step, we excluded all items in which no scientists appeared, to create our original dataset. Because of the small numbers of news items where scientists do play a role, we analyse two years of news programmes instead of one. Our final sample contains 55 items (28 from 2006, and 27 from 2007) that were analysed in depth. This is a small but representative sample, and suitable for an exploratory and partly qualitative study.

Content analysis

The content analysis entails three parts. First, three coders collected descriptive data: the duration and topic of the news item, the speaking time of the scientist, the presentation of scientist (name, position, institution and scientific discipline) and whether research findings were explicitly discussed or not. All these data were checked by one researcher.

Next, all 55 items in which scientists appeared were analysed qualitatively. Using the interpretative method of social semiotics, two analytical frameworks were developed to analyse the news items systematically with open coding. The first framework provides a factual description of news items. The unit of analysis is a single shot, defined as an uncut camera action. For every shot, the images and the relevant conversation are described. Relevant conversation is defined as the most salient statements of participants in the conversation per shot.

The second framework explores the substance of the item, focusing on three meta-functions central to social semiotics: representation (in our study: information and deliberative quality), orientation (the positioning of the scientist) and organisation (news frames). For each meta-function, a topic list was derived from the reviewed literature. These topics were then used as guiding principle for the analysis. This resulted in a second data matrix, providing a qualitative description of the substance and framing of items.

The interpretative analysis of the 55 news items in the second stage was done by one researcher. Seven randomly selected news items were also transcribed by a second coder to compare the interpretation. The results of qualitative analyses of these two independent coders were similar.

In the third part of the study the results of the descriptive and interpretative analyses were summarized in categorical and dichotomous variables. Inter-coder reliability for a
random sample of 10% of the news items in this stage was good, summarized in a Holsti’s Coefficient of Reliability score of .96. The analysis presented below builds upon the resulting final dataset.

Results

In 2006 and 2007, one or more scholars got speaking time in mere 1.5 per cent of news items. Overall, 58 scholars appear in these 55 items. They speak on average 27 seconds per item. That is 17 per cent of the 2.5 minutes an average item takes.

**Item topic and experts' expertise.** About a third of the items in which scholars appear (i.e., 16 of the 55 items) deal with health issues, for example flu or asthma. Another typical topic that triggers reporters to include scholars is science and technology. Six items in our dataset deal with such S&T topics as the discovery of new animal species or Internet phone calls. In addition, scholars feature in items dealing with a range of domestic issues, (e.g., economics, environment, crime and politics; 24 items in total) or a similar range of issues in foreign countries (9 items). See Table 1 for an overview. These findings indicate that scientists (in public TV news programmes in our case countries) are more frequently invited to provide information or comment upon a range of social issues rather than scientific issues. But their overall appearance in general TV news items is limited.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science and technology</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic issues</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic politics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign issues</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign politics</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>55</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1. Topic of news item with scholars, 2006-2007, all networks.*

Two-thirds of the scholars appearing in news items (40 of 58) are employed by a university, 17 scholars work for other organizations, such as hospitals and independent research organizations. Information on their field of expertise, e.g., political science or marine biology, is provided for 28 scholars. The other 30 scientists are announced in general terms as scholars, professors or PhDs, without explicit reference to their particular fields.

If we look more closely at the information that is provided about the featuring scientist (including institutional affiliation), we discover that 13 scientists have a medical background and 10 come from the natural or technical sciences. We also
encounter nine social scientists, four economists, one with a legal background, and one from the arts. Still, for one-third (20 scholars), the item gives us no clue as to what the scientific background of the featuring scholar is.

Expertise and topic are to some extent related. About half of the medical experts (7) comment on health issues, whereas all social scientists and economists contribute to domestic or foreign items. Remarkably, as much as seven experts with a technical or natural sciences background appear in domestic items, too. This shows that domestic items include a relatively wide variety of experts. S&T items, instead, are discussed by medical, technical or natural scientists, and health issues are discussed by medical experts or scientists with unknown backgrounds.

**Research-based contribution.** The relatively general introduction of scholars as 'experts', without further information on their actual field, is to some extent compensated by references to research. Twenty scientists substantiate their interventions with references to specific studies. In most cases (18 scientists), this includes their own research. Especially medical experts tend to refer to (own) research. The majority of scientists (38), on the other hand, relies in their contributions (implicitly) on their general expertise.

In particular, we find that scholars that are announced in general terms, tend to base their interventions more frequently on (own) research. In contrast, scholars whose backgrounds are explicitly mentioned, rely less frequently on research. This suggests that there might be two ways for journalists to establish the credentials of invited experts: by emphasizing scholars' field of expertise, or by having them cite specific studies.

The contribution of scientists

The interpretative analysis suggests that scientists contribute in five ways to news items. First, they may provide an informed opinion, meaning that they assess situations and provide (professional) opinions. A second option is to explain, by offering background information, contextualizing an issue, or presenting a general analysis that is relevant to the issue at hand. Thirdly, scientists may provide a specific analysis of a problem that is at the heart of an item. Fourthly, scientists may add specific facts and figures, and finally, they may provide research results that are relevant to the topic of the news item. Of course, scientists may offer several kinds of information in one item.

In the studied news items, scientists provide most of the time an informed opinion (24 items), a general explanation (17 items) or both (5 items). Less frequently they provide research results (10 items), specific problem analyses (8 items), or facts (6 items). In about half of the cases, these more specific types of information are combined with a general assessment or explanation.

**Role of the scientist.** Scholars are never the main protagonist of a story in the news. In the vast majority of the news items (82%), journalists tell the story. Scholars, the interpretative analysis suggest, play the role of advisor, discoverer or doctor in these
items. As advisor, experts give practical or strategic advice to the audience or third parties. They play this role relatively frequently, in 28 items. Discoverers appear in 11 items. In these items, scientists are presented as researchers who discovered, for example, a cancer treatment. In another 11 items, scholars play a medical role. They are concerned with curing people or with negative health effects of products. In addition to these three main roles, we also found a more general role (in 8 items) in which experts give a general assessment from their professional or personal point of view. For example, in one item a professor appears as member of a jury that selected the happiest employee of the year.

Scientists appearing in the role of discoverer tend to provide research results; and most research results are provided by discoverers. Likewise, scientists that adopt the role of advisor or playing a general role tend to offer informed opinions; and most informed opinions are offered by advisors and generalists. Medical experts, on the other hand, tend to offer different types of information.

Discursive quality

The interpretative analysis shows that most items in which scholars appear have an episodic character (35 items or 64%). In these items, issues are presented as specific if not isolated cases or issues. A sizeable minority of 20 items (36%), on the other hand, can be classified as thematic items. These are items in which a topic is placed in an appropriate context, historically or otherwise.

The content of the news items can be further framed in various ways, independent of whether the item is thematic or episodic. The interpretative analysis, where we identified the main frame, suggests that many items are framed in terms of conflicts (22 items). Next follow progress and threat frames — frames that emphasize progress and breakthroughs in science (14 items), usually as solutions for human or societal problems; and frames that emphasize the problems or threats instead (9 items), either in connection with a scholarly assessment or referring to research that might provide a solution in the future. Also the economic consequences frame is used to some extent (in 6 items). Two other generic frames — the responsibility and human interest frames — are seldom dominant in the items that were investigated (in 1 respectively 2 items).

Expert contribution. Finally, we assess the discursive quality of the contribution of the scientific experts. The interpretative analysis suggests distinguishing between four types of contributions. About half of the experts repeat, confirm, support or at best elaborate the main statement of the item (in 27 items). In about a quarter of the items (12), scientists contribute by nuancing statements of others. They add qualifying conditions or tone down claims that have been made earlier. Criticizing or rebutting statements occurs in 9 items. And additional perspectives or angles that were not mentioned in the item before, are introduced by scientists in 7 items.

Surprisingly, additional views presented by scientists are never complemented by facts, research findings or specific problem analyses. Scientists that introduce a new perspective do so by offering an informed opinion or a general explanation. Also
scientists that criticize or nuance tend to contribute general opinions and explanations. Specific analyses, facts and/or research findings are presented in but 2 out of 9 items in which scientists criticize, respectively 4 out 12 items in which scientists nuance. This means that facts, research findings and/or specific problem analyses are offered primarily to support the argument of the journalist, but even then in less than half of the cases (13 of 27 items).

As far as the diversity of viewpoints is concerned, we found that in 6 items two views on a conflict were expressed and in 9 items even more than two views. Combined this makes 15 items (or 27%) in which two or more views are presented. In other items, only one side of a conflict is presented (7 items) or — in most cases — no conflict at all was presented (33 items).

Remarkably, no relationship could be established between the journalistic framing of an item (episodic or thematic) and the likelihood that more views were presented. The number of views presented in an item therefore does not depend on the depth within which an issue is covered.

Conclusions

Scientific experts do not often act as visible sources in television news. In less than 2 per cent of the news items of five Western European public broadcasting organizations in 2006 and 2007, scientists appear.

The deliberative quality of these 55 news items turns out to be modest. On the positive side, we found that 36% of these items are thematic. This is considerably more than the 8% that Semetko and Valkenburg found for public and commercial TV news items in general, and similar to the 32% they found for newspaper items. We also discovered that 27% of the items offers two or more views on an issue. This is twice as much as Cottle and Rai found for their sample of general TV news. And thirdly, experts add nuance, critique or different views in half of the items. This all contributes to the deliberative quality of public TV news items.

But we also noted that but 31% of the experts substantiated their interventions with findings from their own research. Likewise, scholars added specific information (problem analyses, facts, research findings) in but 35% of the items. This means, in our view, that the deliberative potential of scholars is only used to some extent; and that scientists only occasionally succeed in using their role as sources to communicate scientific findings.

More specifically, we discovered that news item editors tend to selectively include but a few of the possible aspects that experts may contribute. Thus, TV news items either tend to explicate experts' scientific backgrounds or to include scientists that refer to their own research findings. Likewise, items feature scholars that either add specific analyses, facts or research findings, or that nuance, critique or add a different perspective. Only seldom do experts support their nuancing, criticizing or diversifying contribution with specific analyses or data.
A typology of scholars in news items

Elaborating our findings, we construe a typology of three types of scholars that play different roles in news items. This typology integrates and extends findings from previous studies.

The first type is the guardian, appearing mostly in health items. These items emphasize threats or diseases and the guardian cares about the health of patients or the public. He contributes facts and research findings or gives context and background, sometimes on the basis of own research. Items can be episodic or thematic. They tend to present a single view on the issue and the guardian is included to confirm this main message.

The second type of scholar is the discoverer. This type of scholar appears in news items dealing with science and technology. Items tend to be episodic, emphasizing scientific discoveries and breakthroughs. The scholar reports on research findings, and sometimes gives background information. In most cases, the contribution of the scholar is related to his or her own research.

The third type of scholar can be labelled as the advisor. Advisors appear mainly in news items dealing with domestic or foreign issues. Items may be episodic or thematic, framing events in different ways (e.g., emphasizing economic consequences). Scholars mainly assess or explain an issue and give advice: to the public (more practical advice, in terms of do's and don'ts) or to governments or businesses (more strategic advice, in terms of policies or strategies). Again, in most cases the experts support and confirm the story line chosen by the journalist.

A small and interesting subgroup of these advisors appears in discursive items. These are mostly items about domestic issues. Experts add to the discursive quality of an item by debating or criticizing another point of view. But rather than offering facts or research findings to support their view, their role is generally limited to providing a professional assessment of the issue.

The three roles that we found are in line with earlier research. The guardian and the discoverer resonate with the public image of science. They contribute to typical good news stories about medical innovations or natural scientific discoveries, where they can also act as prophets or 'reassurers'. The advisor role, in turn, resonates with the more modern role of social scientists as expert commentators, who may be asked to discuss topics that are only tangentially related to their work.

Scholars and journalists

These findings fit a more general trend of journalist-centred reporting. Journalists appear from our study as the conductors of news items in which scientists may appear. These journalists rather than the scientists determine the deliberative quality of the items. They embed scholars in particular roles, primarily to add authority to statements made by others in a bounded framework of media logic. There is not much room for scientists to contribute fact-based problem analyses or to argue diverging
views on the basis of specific data or research results. Instead, scientists provide different views or arguments to support the main message of the item.

The findings show that there is ample room to improve the deliberative quality of TV news items, even on public TV channels in Western Europe. Of course, final conclusions require a formal comparison of items across TV channels and type of sources, involving more different kind of news items, countries and a longer time frame. For the time being, however, this study suggests that journalists and scientists, from their different backgrounds, may face the joint task of improving the deliberative quality of TV news as main source of information for general audiences.
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